Abstract. We consider the observability problem for non-autonomous evolution systems (i.e., the operators governing the system depend on time). We introduce an averaged Hautus condition and prove that for skew-adjoint operators it characterizes exact observability. Next, we extend this to more general class of operators under a growth condition on the associated evolution family. We give an application to the Schrödinger equation with time dependent potential and the damped wave equation with a time dependent damping coefficient.
Introduction
Observability is an important concept in system and control theory. It treats the question to which extent an observation, i.e., partial knowledge of the solution of an evolution equation, determines its initial or final state. The theory has been studied for several decades for systems of the form:
in which the two operators A and C are independent of time t and satisfy appropriate conditions such as −A, with domain D(A), generates a strongly continuous semigroup on a Hilbert space H and C is bounded from D(A) into another Hilbert space Y . Observability consists of unique determination or recovery of the initial (or final) time state under the knowledge of the observed solution y(·). Recall that in the case of matrices A and C (finite dimensional setting), all observation concepts coincide and can be characterized in various manners. The Kalman rank condition is certainly the most known version; it states that C is observable if and only if the matrix
has full rank. An equivalent statement is the Hautus lemma: it characterizes observability by the condition ∀λ ∈ C : rank[λI − A, C] = n that clearly is equivalent to the condition
In an infinite-dimensional setting with operators A, C, instead of matrices, rank conditions are not appropriate. However, the Hautus test in the form (1.2) can be generalized, and has actually been proposed in [24] as a criterion for observability. Russell and Weiss conjectured in [24] that this inequality characterizes exact observability. They proved in [24] that the conjecture is valid for bounded and invertible operators A. Later, Jacob and Zwart [12] showed equivalence for diagonal semigroup generator on a Riesz basis if the output space Y is finite dimensional. The general conjecture was later proved to be wrong, see [13] . Note however, that if C is admissible and A has a bounded H ∞ -calculus on a suitable sector (which is, in turn a consequence of admissibility and exact observation, see Proposition 5.1 in [11] ), then it does not seem to be known whether the Hautus condition implies observability. There exist other formulations of the Hautus condition (or spectral condition) and there are several cases where it implies exact observability. This holds for example if A generates a unitary group. We refer to [18, 27] for early results with bounded observations, and [5, 19] for successive extensions. These have subsequently been generalized (see [14] ) to groups with certain growth bounds. See also [26] for more information and references on this subject.
In this paper we consider first order non-autonomous evolution equations of the following form:
The difference with (1.1) is that we allow operators A and C to depend on time t. To be precise, let τ > 0 and assume that for t ∈ [0, τ ], the operator A(t) generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup (e −sA(t) ) s≥0 on the Hilbert space H. We suppose further that there exists a densely and continuously embedded subspace D ֒→ H such that that for all t ∈ [0, T ], D(A(t)) = D and that t → A(t)v is continuously differentiable in H for every v ∈ D. These assumptions are sufficient to guarantee that the Cauchy problem x ′ (t) = A(t)x(t), x(0) = x 0 admits a solution, see e.g. [21, Sections 5.3 and 5.4] . For each t, C(t) : D → Y is a bounded operator. Then, for initial data x 0 ∈ D, the solution x to (A,C) satisfies x(t) ∈ D for each t ≥ 0 and hence y(t) is well defined. We define observability concepts (and controllability concepts for the adjoint system) as in the autonomous case (1.1).
In the case of time-dependent matrices, a famous result of Silverman and Meadows [25] characterizes exact observability and controllability. Their arguments have been adapted to certain infinite dimensional settings, see for example [1, 2, 3] . Our main objective is different. We seek to prove observability from a certain Hautus type condition. In order to do this, we introduce the following averaged Hautus conditions:
Reλ.s (λ+A(s))x ds 2 for all λ ∈ C and all x ∈ D, or
for all ξ ∈ R and x ∈ D. These inequalities do coincide with the usual Hautus conditions if the operators A and C are independent of t. We prove that these averaged Hautus conditions imply exact observability when the operators A(t) are skew-adjoint. This result is refined to the case of invertible evolution families (not necessarily unitary) under certain growth constraints. We apply these results to Schrödinger equations with time dependent potentials and to a damped wave-equation with time-dependent damping. Finally, we mention the papers [8] , [2] and the references therein on observability (or controllability) of parabolic equations (with time dependent coefficients). The approach in these papers is based on Carleman estimates and it differs from ours.
Preliminary results
Recall that we suppose A(t) : D → H to have a fixed domain, that t → A(t)v is continuously differentiable in H for every v ∈ D and each semigroup e −sA(t) is a contraction on H. By [21, Sections 5.3 and 5.4] there exists a unique evolution family (U (t, s)) 0≤s≤t≤τ on H generated by A(t) 0≤t≤τ . This evolution family satisfies the following properties.
(
For every v ∈ D, the evolution equation
has a unique solution. This solution is given by η(t) = U (t, s)v. For f ∈ L 1 (0, τ ; H), the non homogeneous problem
has then a mild solution given by We associate with (A,C) the operator
and define the following notions:
where Y is some Hilbert space. We say that (C(t)) t are averaged admissible observations for
(one can also consider a weaker admissibility notion by requiring the above inequality for s = 0, only). For a single operator C(t 0 ) such that
For averaged admissible observations, Ψ s,τ extends to a bounded operator from H to L 2 (s, τ ; Y ) which we denote again by Ψ s,τ .
In this definition the norm inside the integral is taken in Y and the norm of x is taken in H. We always use the same notation · for both, the difference will be clear from the context. Definition 2.2. Suppose that (C(t)) t is an averaged admissible observation for (A(t)) t . We say that the system (A, C) is a) exactly averaged observable in time τ if the map Ψ s,τ is bounded from below in the sense that there exists a constant κ τ > 0 such that for all
For a given t 0 ∈ [0, τ ], the system (A, C(t 0 )) is exactly observable at time τ if
b) final-time averaged observable in time τ if there exists a constant κ τ > 0 such that
As above we define final observability for the simple operator C(t 0 ) for some t 0 as
c) approximately averaged-observable in time τ if ker Ψ s,τ = {0} for all 0 ≤ s < τ . Again we define approximate observability for a single operator C(t 0 ) if (A, C(t 0 )) is approximate observable in average as above.
In order to justify the use of the term "averaged" in the previous notions of observability, we note that it might be possible that (A, C(t 0 )) is not exactly (or final or approximately) observable for some C(t 0 ) or even for all t 0 ∈ J for some subset J of [0, τ ] but (A, C) is exactly (or final or approximately) observable in average. In order to see this, we consider the autonomous case A(t) = A and an observation operator C such that the autonomous system is exactly (or null or approximately) observable at time τ 0 . Define
Hence the averaged observability property for (A, C(t)) at time τ holds but the system (A, C(t 0 )) is not observable for t 0 ∈ (τ 0 , τ ] at any time. The same observation is valid for null and approximate average observability.
Along with (A,C) we consider a controlled evolution equation. First, we recall the following: one can construct an extrapolation space H −1 and extrapolated operators A −1 (t) such that the following diagram commutes
One way to realize H −1 (t) is to take the completion of H with respect to a resolvent norm (λ − A(t)) −1 x H or via its identification with D(A(t) * ) ′ . For all this we refer to [9, Chapter II.5] .
In order to keep the abstract setting simple we will suppose for the rest of this section that D(A(t) * ) =: D * is independent of time as well and equivalent norms with constants independent of t. Note that if for all t ∈ [0, τ ], A(t) = A(0) + R t with a bounded operator on H, then
In the setting of the averaged Hautus test we consider later, we will make the assumption A(t) = A(0) + R t with a family of uniformly bounded operators R t on H. In this case H −1 (t) = H −1 and have equivalent norms with constants independent of t.
Let U be another Hilbert space and let B(t) : U → H −1 is bounded for each t ∈ [0, τ ]. We consider in H −1 the evolution equation
Since the mild solution is of the form (2.1), we have the naturally associated operator
to (A,B). 
for all u ∈ D(0, τ ; U ) (one can also consider a weaker admissibility notions by requiring the above inequality for s = 0, only).
Let us consider the retrograde final-value problem Proof. The following calculation is standard.
Definition 2.5. Let (B(t)) t be averaged admissible controls for (A(t)) t∈[0,τ ] . We say that (A,B) is a) Exactly averaged controllable in time τ if for any s ∈ [0, τ ) and x s , x τ ∈ H, there exist u ∈ L 2 (s, τ ; U ) such that the mild solution x satisfies x(s) = x s and x(τ ) = x τ . This definition coincides with the usual one in the autonomous case, that is, given two states x s , x τ ∈ H we find a control u such that the solution takes the value x s at the initial time t = s and the value x τ at time t = τ . b) approximately averaged controllable in time τ if for any 0 ≤ s < τ and any x s , x τ ∈ H and ε > 0, there exist u ∈ L 2 (0, τ ; U ) such that x(s) = x s and x(τ ) − x τ < ε. c) averaged null controllable in time τ if for every 0 ≤ s < τ and every x s ∈ H, there exist u ∈ L 2 (s, τ ; U ) such that the mild solution x satisfies x(s) = x s and x(τ ) = 0.
Since the mild solution is given by
it is clear that in order to obtain exact averaged controllability it suffices to consider the case where x(s) = 0.
Proposition 2.6. Let B(t) ∈ L (U, H −1 ) be a family of averaged admissible controls for (A(t)) t∈[0,τ ] . Then a) Exact averaged controllability for (A,B) in time τ is equivalent to exact averaged observability of the retrograde final-value problem (2.3) with the observation operators C(t) = B(t) * . b) Approximate averaged controllability for (A,B) in time τ is equivalent to approximate averaged observability of the retrograde final-value problem (2.3) with the observation operators
c) Averaged null controllability for (A,B) in time τ is equivalent to averaged observability of z(s), 0 ≤ s < τ where z is the solution of the retrograde final-value problem (2.3) with the observation operators C(t) = B(t) * .
Proof. First note that (Φ * s,τ z s )(t) = B(t)
is the solution of the retrograde equation (2.3).
The averaged Hautus test: skew-adjoint operators
Throughout this section, the family of operators A(t) 0≤t≤τ is as before. Let C(t) 0≤t≤τ be a family of bounded operators from D to a Hilbert space Y . In the autonomous case A(t) = A and C(t) = C for all t, it is well known that for admissible C the exact observability of the system (A, C) implies the so-called Hautus test (or spectral condition)
for some positive constants m and M and all ξ ∈ R and x ∈ D(A). There is also another condition with λ ∈ C in place of iξ, see below. In the general non-autonomous situation we introduce an integrated (or averaged) version of this test. We also study, as in the autonomous case, when the averaged Hautus test is necessary and/or sufficient for averaged observability. We start with the "necessary" part.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that (C(t)) is averaged admissible for (A(t)). If the system (A,C) is exactly averaged observable at time τ > 0 then there exist positive constants m and M such that:
for all λ ∈ C and all x ∈ D,
for all ξ ∈ R and x ∈ D.
Remark 3.2. If C(s) = C for all s then (AH.1) can be written as:
If, in addition, A(s)=A then both assertions coincide with the classical Hautus (or spectral) conditions. We call the conditions (AH.1) and (AH.2) averaged Hautus tests.
Proof. The proof is similar to the autonomous case. We start from
Since (A,C) is exactly averaged observable on [0, τ ], the left hand side is bounded below by m 0 x 2 for some constant m 0 > 0. We estimate the second term on the right hand side
By Lemma 2.4 and the admissibility assumption of (C(t)), there exists a constant K τ > 0 such that
Reλ.s ds.
and (AH.1) follows. The second assertion is obtained from the first one by taking λ = iξ and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Now we study the converse. In the autonomous case i.e., A(s) = A and C(t) = C, it is well known that condition (AH.2) implies the exact observability if the single operator A is skewadjoint. We extend this result to our more general situation. Theorem 3.3. Suppose that A(t) ∈ L (D; H) be a family of skew-adjoint operators generating an evolution family U (t, s) 0≤s≤t≤τ . Suppose that the differences of the operators A(t) are bounded and satisfy the estimate
. Assume that C(t) ∈ L (D; Y ) is a family of averaged admissible observation operators and that the second averaged Hautus condition (AH.2) holds with positive constants m and M . Then, for all τ > τ * := 2πM √ 1−2L 2 M 2 there exists κ τ > 0 depending on M, L and τ such that, for all x ∈ D the exact averaged observability estimate
holds. In particular, if C(s) = C is constant, then the system (A,C) is exactly averaged observable for τ > τ * , i.e, for all x ∈ D,
Proof. We proceed in a similar way as in the autonomous case. Let τ > 0, ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (0, τ ) and x ∈ D. For t, s ∈ [0, τ ], let h(t) := ϕ(t)U (t, 0)x and f (t, s) := h ′ (t) + A(s)h(t). Note that h and f (., s) can be extended continuously by zero outside (0, τ ) since ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (0, τ ). We write f (ξ, s) for the partial Fourier transform of f with respect to the first variable, and observe that
where we use the fact that each operator A(s) is closed in order to have A(s)h(ξ) = A(s) h(ξ). We apply (AH.2) with z 0 = h(ξ) to obtain
We integrate over all ξ ∈ R and use Plancherel's theorem together with the fact that C(s) h(ξ) = C(s)h(ξ) to deduce
We estimate the last term on the right hand side as follows
By skew-adjointness,
for x ∈ D and so U (t, s) is unitary for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ τ . Therefore (3.3) can be rewritten as
We have to chose ϕ such that the constant κ(ϕ) is positive. Taking the first eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian on (0, τ ), i.e., ϕ(t) := sin tπ τ , we maximize κ(ϕ) and obtain from ϕ ∞ = 1
Remark 3.4.
(1) In (3.4) we have used for simplicity the inequality (a + b)
In this case, we obtain the theorem (with the same proof ) with the conditions L <
(2) If A(t) = A and hence L = 0 we obtain (from the previous remark) as minimal control time τ * = πM . This is the usual minimal time in the case of unitary groups. (3) In the last assertion of theorem, if instead of C(s) = C, we assume that
for some positive constants α and L 0 we obtain that for L 0 small enough, the system (A,C) is exactly averaged observable. Indeed, we have from (3.2)
(4) If we define
then we can apply Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 to the time independent operator C. We obtain equivalence between
(5) We have assumed in the theorem that A(t) are skew-adjoint operators in order to have U (t, s) is a unitary operator on H. The previous proof works under the assumption that
for some positive constants K 0 and K 1 . The statement of the theorem holds with different conditions L and τ * (depending on K 0 and K 1 ).
The averaged Hautus test: a more general class of operators
In this section we extend Theorem 3.3 to a more general class of operators. More precisely, we consider operators A(t) for which the corresponding evolution family U (t, s) is not necessarily an isometry but satisfies an estimate of the form
for some constants k, K, α and β. This question was considered in the autonomous case A(t) = A and C(t) = C by Jacob and Zwart [14] . We shall follow similar ideas as in their paper. Note however, even in this autonomous case, the result is very much less precise than in the case of unitary groups. In particular, the minimal time for observability obtained in [14] is 1 β−α . This value becomes large as α and β are close and this is not consistent with the result on unitary groups.
The main tool is the following optimal Hardy inequality. 
holds for all ϕ ∈ H is finite. In this case, the optimal constant C H in (4.2) satisfies
We make a basic remark on evolution families U (t, s) 0≤s≤t . Given U (t, s) which is exponentially bounded, i.e., U (t, s)x ≤ Ke β(t−s) x . If in addition each U (t, s) is invertible then writing V (t) := U (t, 0) gives
holds for α = −β and k = 1 K . If A is 'shifted', i.e., replaced by A+ω, this symmetry α = −β will break, and we will therefore use only (4.3) for some constants k, K > 0 and α ≤ β. Theorem 4.2. Let A(t) 0≤t≤τ ∈ L (D; H) be a family of operators generating an evolution family U (t, s) and let 0 < k ≤ K and α < β be such that (4.3) holds. We suppose that the differences A(t) − A(s) are bounded operators with
. Then the averaged Hautus condition (AH.3) implies exact observability for all τ > τ * * , i.e.,
Proof. Observe that exact (averaged) observability is invariant under spectral shifts (replacing A by A+ω), which in turn allows to assume β = 0 and α = −ω for ω = β − α > 0. We follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.3 until (3.4). Using (4.3) instead of unitarity leads to consider a new function
Then κ(ϕ) > 0 is equivalent to
This is an 'inverse Hardy inequality', when compared to (4.2). To establish such an estimate for at least one function ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (0, τ ), we consider on [0, τ ] the weight function
Observe that w is positive if
In order to obtain (4.4) we use the optimality statement in Theorem 4.1 with v(x) = 1: if √ 2 < B < ∞, the optimal constant guaranteeing (4.2) is larger than one. Hence, for any C < 1 there exists a ϕ ∈ H 1 0 ([0, τ ]) for which (4.2) fails. This function will then satisfy (4.4), and provides a strictly positive constant κ(ϕ), yielding exact averaged observability with κ := κ(ϕ), as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (by rescaling we may suppose ϕ ∞ = 1). Clearly, √ 2 < B is equivalent to our condition on f (x, y) to be larger than 2 for some 0 ≤ x ≤ y.
On the compact set T = {0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ τ } ⊂ R
2 we consider the function
It is continuous and satisfies f | ∂T = 0 so that the maximum is taken inside T . However, due to the many parameters and the mixture of power-type functions with exponentials it may be difficult to calculate explicitly the maximum of f in T . We therefore concentrate on a sufficient condition that ensures f (x, y) > 2 for some x and y. We consider for example the case where f (
By numerical calculations * , we see that if ωτ ≤
, then the left hand side is larger than τ 2 , so that for
gives a concrete observation time. We obtain the following corollary.
Then we have exact observability at time τ > τ * * where τ
, then we have exact observability at time τ > τ * * where
In the autonomous case A(t) = A with A is a generator of a group we have L = 0, hence for
. This might be better than the observation time given in [14] which is 1 β−α .
Applications to the wave and Schrödinger equations with time dependent potentials
In this section we give applications of our results to observability of the Schrödinger and wave equations both with time dependent potentials. We also consider the damped wave equation with time dependent damped term. Before going into these examples we explain the general idea. It is based on a perturbation argument which shows that the Hautus test carries over from the time independent operator to time dependent ones. Once the Hautus test is satisfied by the perturbed operator we appeal to the results of the previous sections and obtain observability of the system. Let A be the generator of unitary group on H. We assume that C : D(A) → Y is an admissible operator and such that the system (A, C) is exactly observable at time τ 0 . Therefore the Hautus test is satisfied by the operators A and C. Now let R(t) 0≤t≤τ be a family of uniformly bounded operators on H. By classical bounded perturbation argument (see, e.g., [9, Theorem 9.19] ). the operators given by A(t) = A+R(t), t ∈ [0, τ ], generate an evolution family U (t, s) on H. Note that for every x ∈ H (5.1) e −β(t−s) x ≤ U (t, s)x ≤ e β(t−s) x with β = sup t∈[0,τ ] R(t) . Indeed, one has for every x ∈ D(A), Re (A + R(t))x, x = Re R(t)x, x ans hence
We apply this with U (t, s)x at the place of x and obtain
We integrate and obtain (5.1). Note that if Re R(t)x, x = 0, then U (t, s) is unitary.
Let now x ∈ D(A) and ξ ∈ R. The Hautus test for (A, C) gives
Integrating on [0, τ ] with respect to s gives We refer to [4, 17, 15] and the references therein. Let A 0 = 0
It is a standard fact that A 0 generates a unitary group U (t) t∈R on H. Set C(f, g) := ( ∂f ∂ν |Γ0
, 0). Then the energy estimate (5.10) is precisely the observability inequality Going to the first order system on H, the wave equation (5.12) can be rewritten as Z ′ = A(t)Z with A(t) = 0 I ∆ + V (t) b(t) = A 0 + R(t) where R(t) = 0 0 V (t) b(t)
. As in the case of the Schrödinger equation we can apply the previous discussion to see that the Hautus test for A 0 implies our averaged Hautus test for (A(t)) t . In order to do so we need to verify (5.2). This property holds if 1 τ
is small enough. The norms R(t) − R(s) are small if the quantities V (t) − V (s) W 1,∞ (Ω) + b(t) − b(s) L ∞ (Ω) are small. In this case, we obtain exact averaged observability for (5.12). That is, we obtain the energy estimate (5.10) for τ large enough for solution z to (5.12). If V and b are independent of t then observability results are known (see [26] ). If b(t) = 0 and V depends on t, then a more precise result can be found in [22] for a special class of Γ 0 . The proof in [22] is different from ours and it is based on Carleman estimates.
